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Summary

The Municipality initially received an application from WM Fares Architects on behalf of Monk Mobile
Corporation Limited and Allison Land Surveys Limited in May of 2019. Initially the application requested
mapping amendments to the Generalized Future Land Use Maps and the Land Use Bylaw Maps, to amend the
boundaries of the Mixed Use Centre (MC) Designation and Zone to increase the size to accommodate three (3)
mixed use capable buildings for PID 45329901. The remaining lands of PID 45329901 and PID 45379864 were
proposed to have the designation changed to Medium Density Residential Neighbourhood (MR) Designation and
rezoned to the Townhouse (R2-T) Zone, to allow for the development of four blocks of four townhouses. A
public information meeting for the application was held in July 2019. WM Fares Architects has submitted an
updated site plan for the subject lands and they are now applying for a MPS and LUB mapping amendment that
would change the land use designation and zone to Walkable Comprehensive Development District (WCDD),
which would allow Council to consider entering into a development agreement with the applicant for a mixed
use development, with three multiplexes, 18 townhouse units, and leasable commercial space.

Financial Impact Statement

There is no immediate financial impact from the recommendations in this report. A financial impact analysis
will be completed as part of the review for this application.

Recommendation

That Planning Advisory Committee recommend that Council authorize staff to schedule a public information
meeting to consider an application from WM Fares Architects to amend the MPS and LUB by changing the land
use designation and zone to Walkable Comprehensive Development District (WCDD), which permits Council to
consider entering into a development agreement with the applicant, to permit a mixed use development of
townhouses and mixed use capable buildings on lands identified as PID 45329901, PID 45379864, and PID
45410503, Enfield.

Recommended Motion

Planning Advisory Committee recommend that Council:
• authorize staff to schedule a public information meeting to consider an application from WM
Fares Architects to amend the MPS and LUB by changing the land use designation and zone to
Walkable Comprehensive Development District (WCDD), which permits Council to consider
entering into a development agreement with the applicant, to permit a mixed use development of
townhouses and mixed use capable buildings on lands identified as PID 45329901, PID 45379864,
and PID 45410503, Enfield.

Background

Planning staff initially received an application from WM Fares Architects, on behalf of Monk Mobile Corporation
Limited and Allison Land Surveys Limited, in May 2019. As part of the application, mapping amendments were
proposed to the Generalized Future Land Use Maps and the Land Use Bylaw Maps to amend the boundaries of
the Mixed Use Centre (MC) Designation and Zone to increase the size to accommodate three (3) mixed use
capable buildings for PID 45329901. The remaining lands of PID 45329901 and PID 45379864 were proposed to
have the designation changed from Established Residential Neighbourhood (ER) Designation to Medium Density
Residential Neighbourhood (MR) Designation and rezone the same from the Established Residential
Neighbourhood (R1) Zone and the Two Dwelling Unit Residential (R2) Zone to the Townhouse (R2-T) Zone, to
allow for the development of four blocks of four townhouses. The applicant has now submitted an updated site
plan and are proposing a different planning approach to the development of the lands.
WM Fares Architects are now applying to change the land use designation and zone of PID 45329901, PID
45379864, and PID 45410503, Enfield to Walkable Comprehensive Development District (WCDD) and are
applying to enter into a development agreement with the Municipality of East Hants. A total of 18 townhouses
and three multiplexes (180 dwelling units), with one multiplex having commercial leasable space on the ground
floor, are proposed for the subject lands. The proposed planning approach allows more flexibility for the
developer and provides certainty to the community to what may be developed.
In addition to amendments to the MPS and LUB, Planning staff recommend that a development agreement
which permitted the development of Tot’s Academy be discharged from PID 45329901 and PID 45410503, as
Tot’s Academy has since been subdivided from the subject lands and the agreement does not correspond to the
remaining Monk Mobile Corporation Limited lands.

Subject Site

The subject properties are shown on the map to the right and
are identified as PID 45329901, PID 45379864, and PID 45410503,
Highway 2, Enfield. The total area of the subject properties is
approximately 2.69 hectares.
The properties identified as PID 45329901 and PID 45410503 are
currently split designated Mixed Use Centre (MC) and Established
Residential Neighbourhood (ER) Designation. The same
properties are split zoned Mixed Use Centre (MC), Two Dwelling
Unit Residential (R2), and Established Residential Neighbourhood
(R1) Zone. PID 45379864 is currently designated Established
Residential Neighbourhood (ER) and zoned Two Dwelling Unit
Residential (R2).
Adjacent property zones include Mixed Use Centre (MC), Two
Dwelling Unit Residential (R2), Established Residential
Neighbourhood (R1), Multiple Unit Residential (R3), and Open
Space (OS). Adjacent property uses include the Ribahi Centre,
Corridor Auto Sales, and Avery’s Farm Markets across Highway 2
from the subject property; Tot’s Academy adjacent to the
subject site; Concorde Way Park (municipally owned playground); and apartment buildings, townhouses and
single unit dwellings.
A service easement in favour of East Hants extends from Lacy Anne Avenue to Highway 2. The easement is for
the extension of Municipal services from Highway 2 to Lacy Anne Avenue and is proposed to be an extension of
Lacy Anne Avenue to Highway 2. Further, the final plan of subdivision for PID 45379864, when it was created in
2009, indicated that if Lacy Anne Avenue is extended as a public road that the owner of PID 45379864 will

convey to the Municipality the portion of PID 45379864 as required for the public road. If the development was
to occur as-of-right in accordance with LUB, two (2), 42 unit commercial capable, multiplexes would be
permitted in accordance with the site plan approval requirements of the LUB on the Mixed Use Centre (MC)
Zone portion of the lands.

Development Proposal

The purpose of this application is to allow for a mixed use development with 18 townhouses, three multiplexes,
and commercial leasable space. A concept plan of the proposed development is below and attached as
Appendix A.

The concept plan shows the extension of Lacy Anne Avenue with three (3) blocks of four (4) townhouse and one
semi-detached dwelling with frontage on the proposed street extension. An additional block of four (4)
townhouses are proposed to front on White Road. Two (2) multiplexes, with six (6) stories are proposed to
front on Highway 2, with the building at the corner of Highway 2 and White Road proposed to have commercial
space on the ground floor. Another four (4) story multiplex is proposed to the north of the multiplexes facing
Highway 2, for a total of 180 apartment units for the whole site. A driveway from Lacy Anne Avenue to White
Road will allow for access to the multiplexes, no direct access from Highway 2 is proposed. An approximate 460
m2 common outdoor amenity space is proposed to be centrally available for residents living in the multiplexes,
in addition each multiplex will be required to have indoor amenity space as well.
Upon initial review of the application, the extension of Lacy Anne Avenue would allow for better connectivity
for pedestrians and vehicular traffic, it would concentrate higher density development along Highway 2, away
from lower density development in the existing subdivision. In addition, the extension of Lacy Anne Avenue can
be considered as-of-right, through the Subdivision process. Higher density development would be closer to

existing higher density development on Concorde Way. The higher density development would have better
access to existing commercial uses on Highway 2, to the pedestrian network, and to possible future transit.
Lands identified for on-street townhouses would act as a buffer between the proposed higher density
development and/or commercial development and existing lower density development on Lacy Anne Avenue
and White Road. Concorde Way Park would be within walking distance of the proposed development and with
the proposed extension of Lacy Anne Avenue, children within the existing portion of Lacy Anne Avenue and
Tyler Street would have better access to the playground at Concorde Way Park.
The change in the proposal allows the developer to have more flexibility in the design of the site but it also
provides Council and residents with more certainty in how the site will be developed, in addition the
Municipality can require a commercial component to the development. A development agreement is a legal
contract between the Municipality and the property owner. It sets out the terms and conditions under which
the development of lands are to take place. Whereas, changing the zone boundaries of a property allows the
developer of the subject lands to develop the lands as per the regulations of the Land Use Bylaw, which does
not provide as much certainty for the community in regards to how the site will be developed in the future.
Therefore, a site plan submitted with an application to amend zone boundaries would not have to be adhered
to. For example, if WM Fares Architects went forward with the initial application, they would not have to
construct the development as shown on the site plan if approved. With the new application, the owner of the
property has to develop the lands as agreed upon in the development agreement. A development agreement
also allows staff to consider open space, and other items, at an earlier stage of the development.

Policy Analysis

Staff have requested comments from internal departments and external agencies, including but not limited to:
Nova Scotia Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal, Nova Scotia Environment and the Municipal Department
of Infrastructure and Operations.
As per Policy IM10 and IM12, Municipal Council shall consider private applications to amend the MPS where said
amendments are in the best interest of the Municipality and Council shall consider mapping amendments when
a request is received for a zoning amendment that is not consistent with the MPS’s maps, but is consistent with
the intent of the MPS. Planning staff feel that the application is an interesting proposal, which utilizes an
underdeveloped piece of serviced land and creates a continues urban form along Highway 2.
The Municipal Department of Infrastructure and Operations has commented that if approved a servicing plan
will be required indicating how the proposed development will be serviced with water and wastewater. They
also indicated that measures will need to be incorporated to ensure that the private driveway does not become
a ‘cut through’ for vehicular traffic. Parks, Recreation and Culture staff are still in the process of reviewing the
development proposal.
Nova Scotia Environment has identified a small portion of land in behind the childcare centre as a wetland. The
applicant has received the necessary approvals to alter the wetland in accordance with NSE requirements.
Discussion with Nova Scotia Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal are ongoing.

Citizen Engagement

Planning staff will comply with Citizen Engagement Policies of the Municipal Planning Strategy when processing
this application. An advertisement outlining the application and indicating that it had been received and was
under review by staff was placed in the Weekly Press on June 5, 2019. As part of the review process, a public
information meeting (PIM) is required hear input from the community. A PIM for the initial application and site
plan was held in July of 2019, meeting notes have been attached as Appendix B. In general residents identified
a number of concerns at the meeting, which include:
• the extension of Lacy Ann Avenue

•
•
•
•
•

increased traffic
capacity of the school
if the site will be buffered
parking issues
and other items

Positive comments were also made at the July 2019, PIM, including that more multi-unit development is
required in East Hants so that it will be more affordable for people working in the community to live in the
community. It was also mentioned that more commercial space was required and that the municipality needs
to increase its tax base. Staff will respond to the above noted concerns as well as other concerns coming
forward in the final staff report.
Due to the site plan and application changing, Planning staff are recommending that a new PIM be held to let
the community comment on the updated site plan. If the second PIM is approved, a letter will be mailed to all
property owners within 300 metres of the subject property indicating the time and date of the PIM once it has
been scheduled. It will most likely take place in a digital format, where residents can take part in the meeting
at their homes.

Conclusion

Planning staff will continue to review the application by WM Fares Architects on behalf of Monk Mobile
Corporation Limited and Allison Land Surveys Limited for a mixed use development. A public information
meeting is proposed to be held as the next step in the process. The applicants’ proposal will be evaluated using
all applicable policies in the Municipal Planning Strategy. Staff will make a recommendation to PAC in their
final staff report.

Recommendation

That Planning Advisory Committee recommend that Council authorize staff to schedule a public information
meeting to consider an application from WM Fares Architects to amend the MPS and LUB by changing the land
use designation and zone to Walkable Comprehensive Development District (WCDD), which permits Council to
consider entering into a development agreement with the applicant, to permit a mixed use development of
townhouses and mixed use capable buildings on lands identified as PID 45329901, PID 45379864, and PID
45410503, Enfield.

Appendix A – Site Plan

Appendix B – July 2019 – Public Information Meeting

PIM Meeting Notes
Public Information Meeting – Monk Mobile Corporation Limited and Allison
Land Surveys Limited – proposed MPS and LUB Mapping Amendments Application
July 9, 2019
Council Chambers
Approximately 45 members of the public in attendance
General Questions and Comments:
• Question asked about traffic survey.
• Will school capacity be surveyed? Is there space in the schools?
• Comment made about the CN rail crossing and additional traffic will affect commuting times.
• Proposed townhouses need buffering.
• Development will not enhance the community.
• Will a tree line remain between proposed townhouses and existing dwellings?
• Concern about loss of trees.
• Do the community have a say about what buildings are constructed?
• Concern about loss of buffering - no buffering was left on the development on Concorde Way used as an
example.
• Families have two vehicles – Concorde Way has parking on both sides of the road. Issues with parking
on Concorde Way.
• Concern about issues with snow removal – Concorde Way used as an example.
• Increase in density is apparent
• Narrow spacing of roads.
• Don’t need apartment buildings so close together.
• Bought a house on a dead-end street and don’t want road linked through to Highway #2.
• Need a third lane on Highway #2 to allow for turning.
• Will increase traffic on Lacy Anne.
• Impact on property values.
• Is there capacity in water and sewer?
• Comment made about crosswalks on Highway #2.
• Why are we changing the Zone?
• Don’t want to extend Lacy Anne down to Highway #2.
• Are there enough fire fighters and police officers?
• Development creating urban sprawl.
• Development does not fit community.
• Apartments are a better fit in Lantz.
• Should allow for development of R2 uses.
• Concern with this development because of what has happened with other developments (Concorde Way
mentioned several times).
• Department of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal not concerned with residents concerns.
• Workers cannot find multi-unit residential in the area which is a concern for businesses.
• Multi-unit residential pay higher taxes due to density.
• Extending Lacy Anne has both pros and cons.
• People are investing in East Hants but commercial space is needed and multi-unit also needed.
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•
•
•
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•
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•
•
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•
•
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•
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•

Are there any visitor spaces needed?
We need to do better than what has previously been approved.
There is no parking enforcement on Concorde Way which allows this road to be like it is – need a bylaw
to deal with this issue.
Not opposed to development but does not like this development.
A list of permits was requested.
Commercial taxes are needed to keep community going.
The municipal Strategic Plan is not being followed.
Moratorium on commercial development.
No focus on green spaces – where are they?
People will start leaving the community.
A transition between development and existing community but why isn’t there more of a transition
proposed?
An apartment building is proposed adjacent to existing backyard.
Concern about traffic safety – TIR needs to come up with plan to deal with safety.
Traffic survey was done in 2000 – a new survey should be done.
Local residents have at least 2 vehicles.
Parking a concern.
Will fire and solid waste vehicles be able to get through?
Development is next to a bird sanctuary.
Drainage is a big issue and needs to be considered.
Need to get school information.
If rezoning is approved do we have any control on design?
Can we require a traffic study?
Can we require lights on highway?
French immersion at Elmsdale School is at capacity.
Is there no right of appeal?
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Appendix C – Satellite Image with Site Plan Overlay

